Pulse Today

Essential news for the UCSF community. For more, visit pulse.ucsf.edu »

Chancellor Issues Message Denouncing Actions of Prejudice and Intimidation

Watch the video »

Top Headlines

UCSF Leads Citywide Partnership to Attack SF Cancer Rates

Benefit or Harm? Ethical Questions in Testing for Preterm Birth Risk

4 Receive 2016 UCSF Medal for Innovation, Inspiration, Impact

Study Links Shorter Sleep and Sugary Drink Consumption

UCS In The News

Putting Your Immune System on the Attack

WebMD | ASC’s Robin Roberts hosts a video series, “The Cutting Edge of Cancer,” featuring an episode with Jeffrey Bluestein, Lawrence Fong and UCSF patient Robert Thistle talking about advancements in cancer immunotherapy.

Paging Dr. Algorithm: GE And UCSF Bring Machine Learning To Radiology

Fast Company | The manufacturing giant General Electric is partnering with UCSF for the next three years to develop a set of algorithms to help its radiologists distinguish between a normal result and one that requires further attention.

Campus Announcements

Employee Giving: UCSF has kicked off its 2016 Annual Campaign of the Employee Giving Program that enables faculty and staff to support the causes they find most personally meaningful. Learn more about making a tax-deductible contribution by Dec. 16 »

Open Enrollment Ending: The opportunity for UCSF employees to review and make changes to their benefits ends Tuesday, Nov. 22 at 5 p.m. Visit the UCSF Open Enrollment website »

Marijuana on UC Property: Following the passage of Prop. 64 on Nov. 8, UC issues a reminder that marijuana is still prohibited on campuses. Learn more about UC’s marijuana policy »

Staff Appreciation: UCSF is holding holiday breakfast events, as a thank you for each employee’s contribution to our missions in education, research and patient care. Find a breakfast event near you »

Upcoming Events

FREE: TEDMED Live Viewing

Nov. 30 - Dec. 2 | Online

Documentary Screening of “Bad Blood: A Cautionary Tale”

Dec. 1 | Parnassus

2017 Breakthrough Prize Symposium

Dec. 5 | Mission Bay

More upcoming events…